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4. External Affairs Power s 51(xxix) 
 S 51(xxix) The Commonwealth has power to make laws with respect to ‘external affairs’. 
• Its scope includes matters re following: 

4.2 Geographic externality 
(1) General rule: s 51(xxix) grants plenary exterritorial power re such matters external 
to Australia: Polyukhovich [war crime, convicted by retrospective law] 

Scope of geographic externality: 
• Include 1) relations with other countries (eg. inciting sedition in Sharkey) and 2) conduct 

by a nation or its nationals which affects other nations and 3) conduct in violation of 
international comity: Seas and Submerged Land case  

• Laws concerning the deportation of aliens are laws with respect to external affairs: Re 
Patterson; ex parte Taylor 

• Even applies to matters/ conducts occurred solely within Australia but a sufficient 
connection with conduct occurred outside of Australia: Alqudis v Cth [assist the 
commission of offence outside Australia] 

• NB. providing a fiscal stimulus to the Australian domestic economy is not EA affair even 
the global crisis arose outside Australia: Pape 

• Once geographical externality is satisfied, doesn’t matter the law implements an invalid 
treaty: Horta   

(2) Is a nexus between Australia and external affairs required? 
• The majority in Polyukhovich took a broad view and held that no nexus is required. This 

shall be left to the parliament to decide. 
• However, recent doubts by 3 judges (Kirby, Callinan and Heydon JJ) may suggest 

possibility that the position will change in the future: XYZ [sexual tour outside AU] 

 
 
2.1 The implementation of treaties   
A. Treaties do not form part of municipal law in Australia, must be implemented by the 
Parliament to give effect of it: Teoh 

B. To what extent can Cth enact laws relying on the treaty? 
(1) The Cth has legislative competence to enact a law to implement a treaty obligation: Tas Dam; 
Industrial Relation Case   
 
(2) Is the mere existence of a treaty enough? 

• Current position is that mere implementing treaty obligation is enough. Industrial 
Relation Act Case   

• The treaty itself is sufficient evidence of international significance: Tasmania Dam Case 
• Evatt/McTiernan JJ (broad view) in R v Burgess was accepted in IRA case 
• Does not need international concern: Tasmania Dam Case; Alqudsi  
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C. Does the implementing legislation validly implement the instrument? 
a) Subject to the express and implied prohibition such as s 92 
b) The treaty must be bona fide or genuine.  

o Cannot be no more than a device to attract domestic legislative power: Tasmania 
Dam   

c) As this aspect of the power is purposive, a law will not be with respect to external affairs if 
it failed to give effect or comply with the treaty obligation that it purported to implement: 
Tasmania Dam Case 

o Proportionality Test per Deane J in Tasmania Dam: “The law must be capable of 
being reasonably considered to be appropriate and adapted to the implement of the 
treaty”.  

o Partial implementation of a treaty is permissible. But the law must still be one 
with respect to implementing the treaty, thus cannot be substantially inconsistent 
with the treaty as a whole: Industrial Relations Case 
a) quantitative partial implementation:  
 If the treaty requires to meet the full of the obligations or unless certain 

specified provision must be implement. 
 If the implementation of article 1 requires the implementation of article 2 
 Such requirements must be met. 

b) qualitative partial implementation:  
 The conditions attached to the treaty must be implemented.  

o It is up to Parliament to decide the means of implementing the treaty once the 
conformity principle is satisfied: Industrial Relations Case 

d) Specificity principle  
The law must implement treaty obligations that have a reasonable level of specificity. Mere 
aspirations, which give no direction as to how they are to be fulfilled, cannot support a law 
under s 51(xxix). Industrial Relations Case 

 

D. Is the instrument appropriate for implementation?  
(1) Apprehended or incidental treaty obligations: Yes. Richardson v Forestry Commission [a 
law prohibiting certain works from occurring within the areas under inspection pursuant to a treat is 
valid] 
(2) Recommendations/drafts: 

• It’s clear now following the IRA case, Cth may also implement recommendations, but 
requires:  

o The recommendation must give effect to treaty obligations: Alqudsi; Pape 
o  Interpreted by international organisations (recognised by international law; 

specified by the treaty): IRA case 
• Beyond this point (i.e. a recommendation without a treaty)? Unclear. 

o The Court’s acceptance in IRA case by quoting Evatt/McTiernan view from 
Burgess with approval suggests that a draft instrument indicate that Cth may 
rely on it.  However, because the facts of the IRA case is not a draft 
recommendation but a treaty, no clear majority on the point. 
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